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Welcome to our Quickstart Guide for setting up your Ren Mobility Scooter. Here we have instructions on how to open
and fold your scooter, how to use the different features and how to charge the battery!

WELCOME - LET'S GET STARTED

The battery for your scooter should be partially charged and this will be enough for you to give it a quick test before
needing to charge it again fully!

Please ensure there are two adults lifting the scooter out of the box and remember to flat pack the box and
store away.

Step 1
When you've taken your

scooter out of the box, it should
look similar to this position.

Step 2
Lift up the handlebar stem and push
into place. You will need to push the
clip down to secure this into place.

Step 3
Unfold the seat and lift up the clatch

found on the back of the seat and
lift up the seat. When the seat is at
its maximum height you can let go

of the clatch and the seat will lock in
place. 

ADJUSTING THE FRONT DRAW BAR
 Bring scooter up onto its back wheels
 Locate the locking pin
 Hold the pin out and pull out the metal bar
 Release the locking pin and bring out the front draw bar 
 The bar will click into place with the 2nd locking pin
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       OR 
       You can locate this locking pin and pull it out to click in  
       the bar manually 

ADJUSTING THE REAR DRAW BAR

Always extend the rear safety bar when driving the scooter. This
provides extra stability and prevents tipping of the scooter when
reversing or braking on an incline. 

Stage 1 
Pull out locater pin

Stage 2 
Extend safety bar to be the first or 
second hole and allow the locater pin to locate in the desired hole.



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS – GETTING STARTED

When the scooter is on the battery light will display how much battery life
you have remaining

 To power-on your scooter simply press the M button for 3 seconds
To power-off your scooter simply press the M button for 3 seconds
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ON/OFF – POWER SWITCH 

BATTERY INDICATOR

To increase the speed, press the + sign once and watch the bars under ASSIST
increase
To decrease the speed, press the - sign once and watch the bars under ASSIST
decrease

SPEED SETTINGS 

NOTICE
You must register this vehicle with the gov.uk website as a class 3 mobility scooter. You must NOT EXCEED past the
2nd speed in public as the law permits the limit for road mobility scooters at 8mph.

Speeds

FORWARD/REVERSE 
Set the directional switch to:
D: Forward drive 
R: Reverse
NOTICE: Ren does not emit a warning sound when reversing. 

We advise that you only use it when needed to prevent an accident or injury. 

NOTICE: The Horn does not disable when turned off. Ensure nothing is touching
the horn when folded.

The built-in 48V 7.8 AH lithium-ion battery is to supply strong power for the
running of the scooter. 
It rests in a tray with a ‘track’ down the middle, that slots into the battery. 
Make sure these are aligned when inserting the battery, or you will be unable
to lock the battery in place, and the connection between the battery and
scooter may be inconsistent, leading to power failures. 

HORN BUTTON

BATTERY HOLDER

SAFETY LIGHT
To turn on the safety light, hold down the + button for 3 seconds. 
To turn off the safety light, hold down the + button for 3 seconds. 

When setting the handbrake lock, you may need to squeeze the brake lever tighter to
apply to the lock. Remember there are brakes on both sides so you may want to lock
both or just one.

Handbrake Lock

Handbrake Lever

TIP: You may find it easier to squeeze with one hand and use the other hand to set the lock 

SETTING THE BRAKE

2. 10 kmph / 6 mph 3. 13 kmph / 8 mph1. 8 kmph / 4 mph


